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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a project outline and progress
of developing a low-cost and multi-functional
attitude sensor utilizing the real-time image
recognition technology, named “Deep Learning
Attitude Sensor (DLAS)”.
DLAS introduced
consumer products of small camera modules and
single board computers to reduce the development
cost, and uses real-time image recognition
technology and unique algorithms for attitude
determination to improve the accuracy. The DLAS
project is on the stage of flight model development.
The project overview and the development progress
are described including environmental tests and
ground performance tests. As a result of the
performance test, DLAS achieved the attitude
determination with an accuracy of about 0.4 degrees
which is enough to meet success criteria.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the number of micro/nano satellites
has dramatically increased [1] due to the lower cost,
shorter development period and more frequent
launch opportunity. As a result, advanced and
challenging missions are appeared are proposed
such as real astronomical observation missions, for
example [2] whereas the early missions were simple
such as demonstration of bus system, for example
[3]. Advanced observation missions require high
accuracy attitude determination. High precision
attitude determination will become increasingly
important even for micro/nano satellites.
One of the largest advantages of micro/nano
satellites is the lower cost, but it is getting capped.
Although the cost has been reduced by using
consumer devices, the devices could become
expensive which cause fatal errors of the satellites if
they failed. In particular, the attitude sensors have
been getting more expensive to ensure the high
reliability. In order to realize further lower cost of
micro/nano satellites, an attitude sensor is required
which can achieve both low cost and high accuracy.
The other problem is limitation on the amount of
downlink data. Even if the satellites would obtain

large quantities of observation data, it is impossible
to downlink all of them at one time, in particular for
the micro/nano satellites which have a few ground
stations. Accordingly, on-orbit autonomous data
analysis should be useful to reduce the amount of
downlink data.
For these purposes, we started to develop a new type
of attitude sensor named Deep Learning Attitude
Sensor (DLAS). DLAS is an optical attitude sensor
which has two types of Commercial Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) cameras: Star Tracker (STT) and Earth
Camera (ECAM). The former has high sensitivity
and narrow Field of View (FOV) and the latter has
relatively low sensitivity and wide FoV. DLAS has
introduced COTS products to reduce the cost. On
the other hand, reliability has been ensured by the
hardware design and software-wise failure detection.
DLAS performs real time and on-orbit image
recognition for the picture taken from ECAM, and
the result is used for attitude determination. DLAS
will be mounted on the 1st Small Demonstration
Satellite for Innovative Space Technology led by
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)
which is planned to be launched at the end of the
2018 fiscal year.
In this paper, an overview of the DLAS flight model
development is described. In section 2, missions of
DLAS are mentioned. A hardware design and
attitude determination algorithms are presented in
section 3 and section 4 respectively. In section 5,
results of environmental tests are reported. Finally,
results of the performance tests conducted on ground
are summarized in section 6.
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DLAS MISSIONS

DLAS has three main missions described below;
The first mission is to demonstrate low cost and
high performance attitude sensors. DLAS mainly
employed COTS devices whereas spacecraft
generally employs aerospace-proven devices that are
guaranteed to have high radiation tolerance and high
reliability for attitude sensors in particular. We
designed DLAS from both hardware and software
aspects to ensure high reliability even with COTS
products. These design technology enables us to

develop more advanced attitude sensors.

*1 With an accuracy 70%

The second mission is to demonstrate real-time
on-orbit image recognition. The real-time image
recognition technology can also be applied to
advanced applications such as cropland monitoring,
disaster
monitoring,
border
security and
astronomical observation.
It is necessary to
process the image recognition with limited
computational resources since high performance
computers generally do not have radiation
tolerance and require large power and volume.
Thus we newly developed fast and accurate image
recognition algorithms with less computation cost
utilizing simplified neural networks.
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The third mission is a demonstration of a new
type of attitude determination method using an
earth camera and image recognition technology.
In contrast to usual horizon sensors, DLAS
introduced an earth observation camera for
attitude determination. In general, it is difficult
for micro/nano-satellites to load a high accuracy
attitude sensor due to its limitation in cost, mass
and volume. Thus, we attempted to use small
color cameras as attitude sensors. The spread of
mobile phone led a remarkable progress of small
color cameras.
Moreover, small and high
performance computers and image recognition
technology have become more accessible in
recent years. Utilizing these technologies, DLAS
achieved low cost and high performance attitude
sensor.
The success criteria of the missions are shown in
Table 1.
Table1: Success Criteria
Level

Criteria

Min.

Function checkout on orbit
- Evaluation of the image quality
- Downlink the images and HK data

Full

Demonstration experiments
- On-orbit attitude determination
- Evaluation of the accuracy
- Accumulation of the training data
- Performance target:
- ECAM: recognize land/cloud/ocean*1
- STT: detection of 6 mag stars *1
- Training data: 500 frames

Extra

Long term demonstration・Revision
- Monitoring degradation of the devices
- Attitude determination with ECAM
- Performance target:
- ECAM: Attitude accuracy ≤ 5°
- STT: Attitude accuracy ≤ 10′
- Training data: ≥ 1000 frames
- Mission life: ≥ 1 year

DLASSYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, the overview of DLAS is
described from the hardware aspect.

3.1 Design Concepts
The main concept of DLAS design is to employ
consumer products as many as possible to reduce
the development costs. DLAS requires advanced
processes with a high resolution CMOS camera,
such as image recognition, attitude determination
calculation and large data transmission. By
employing commercially available single-boardcomputers (SBCs), we can reduce development
man-hour for hardware and utilize open source
drivers and libraries. As the result, we can
develop these sophisticated functions with a few
human resources in a short term.
In addition, special care for radiation resilience is
paid since highly integrated semiconductor
devices, such as CPUs on SBCs that have rather
poor radiation tolerance in general. To decrease
radiation-driven failures, we screened for devices
with high radiation tolerance through repeated
radiation tests [4]. As selection criteria, less than
one time per a week temporary errors such as bit
inversions and latch-ups are allowed whereas
persistent-cause forced outages are never allowed.
Furthermore, DLAS has protecting functions for
these errors by monitoring current and behavior
from both hardware and software aspects.

3.2 Configuration
DLAS consists of three components: two camera
units and a controller unit. The whole images and
the specification of them are shown in Figure s 2,
3 and 4 and Tables 2 and 3. The camera unit has
two types of image devices. The system diagram
of DLAS is also shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: DLAS System Diagram
More specifically, each of the Camera Unit has
two different camera image devices. One is for
STT, which has a narrow FoV and high sensitivity
monochrome CMOS image sensor, and the other
is for ECAM with a wide FoV and RGB color
CMOS image sensor. Each Camera unit has two
ECAM on a baffle of the STT (Figure 3) in order
to secure wide FoV and collect training picture
data under various situations. Since these camera
units can be operated independently, the DLAS
can continue to work for the missions even if one
of them would be failed.

some irregular behaviors such as over current due
to latch-ups. As for a measure by software
approach, the CDH monitors Mission OBC
behaviors. When the CDH detects that the
Mission OBC has errors or is frozen, it commands
the EPS to shut down or reboot the Mission OBCs.

Figure 4: DLAS Controller Unit
Table3: The specification of
DLAS Controller Unit
Qty.

1

Size

245[mm] × 195[mm] × 50[mm]

Figure 2: DLAS Camera Unit

Mass

0.91[kg]

Table2: The specification of
DLAS Camera Unit s

4

Qty.

2

Size

107[mm] × 192[mm] × 16[mm]

Mass

0.62[kg]

Figure 3: The Earth Cameras
The controller unit has two SBCs as Mission
OBCs, an electric power system (EPS) and a
micro controller called CDH (Command and Data
Handling) that has low performance but has high
radiation tolerance. Mission OBCs run for image
processing and attitude determination. The OBCs
do not have high radiation tolerance as mentioned
above, so we developed a distinguished EPS that
can provide power to each device and monitor the
current of each device such as CPUs. The EPS
can shut down or restart devices when it detects

ALGORITHM OF ATTITUDE
DETERMINATION

Attitude determination from a picture of ECAM
consists of 2 steps: 1) determination of a nadir
direction
vector
called
two-axis
attitude
determination and 2) determination of an attitude
around the nadir vector called the third-axis attitude
determination. Details of each steps are described in
the following subsections below.
Before describing the proposed algorithm concretely,
coordinate frames are defined as follows. A sensor
fixed coordinate frame (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) is defined as in
Figure 5. This is a right-handed one, its origin is on
the focal point of ECAM, and – 𝑧 direction is
corresponding to a sight direction of ECAM. Since
the DLAS is fixed on spacecraft’s body frame,
coordinate conversion from the sensor-fixed
coordinate frame to the body-fixed coordinate one is
determined uniquely.
A projection of an object in three dimensional space
to two dimensional picture is modeled as in Figure 5.
First, place an imaginary screen (a two-dimensional
plane) at 𝑧 = −𝑓 where 𝑓 is focal distance of
ECAM. A point of (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 ) in three directional
space is projected to (𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 ) in the imaginary screen.

Figure 5: Coordinate System
The attitude determination with ECAM is to
determine the relative attitude of the onboard
camera with respect to the earth nadir direction.
Once the attitude is determined, the attitude in the
inertial coordinate frame can be calculated since
the attitude of the earth nadir direction from
spacecraft on orbit can be estimated.
The
parameters of the relative attitude between the
camera and the earth are defined as in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Definition of Attitude Parameters

4.1 2-axis attitude determination

Figure 7: Nadir direction determination
Detecting the edge between the earth and the space
is also one of difficult problems. The most difficulty
of the earth edge detection is to avoid a misdetection
if that image includes shade part, black land and so
on as shown in Figure 8. As for one of the measures,
we adopted an algorithm called RANSAC (Random
Sampling Consensus) [5]. The distance 𝑑 between
the origin 𝑂 and the center 𝐶 of the circle on the
imaginary unit sphere as shown in Figure 9 can be
estimated from the diameter of the earth and the
spacecraft altitude. Then the inappropriate edge
points should be removed from the candidates.
Using this feature, DLAS determines a likely circle
with the following steps. 1) Choose 3 points
randomly from edges sets and determine a circle on
the imaginary unit sphere from them. 2) Calculate
the distance 𝑑 between the origin and the circle
center. 3) Repeat 1) and 2) multiple times and
choose an edge set with the likely distance 𝑑 to the
predicted value from the diameter of the earth and
the spacecraft altitude. 4) calculate the circle on the
imaginary unit sphere from the edge set that are
closer than a certain threshold.

As for the first step, DLAS determines the nadir
vector from the earth edge on the picture taken from
ECAM. Unlike horizon sensors, only a part of the
earth may be pictured since the altitude of spacecraft
is supposed to be low and the ECAMs are not
omnidirectional while ECAMs have wide FoV.
Therefore, DLAS has to determine the nadir vector
from a part of the earth on a picture.
The earth’s edge is pictured like an arc of a circle,
but the edge is distorted if a center of the arc is not
on the center of the picture. Therefore, it is difficult
to determine the precise center of the circle which is
the nadir direction directly. Thus, the edge is
projected to an imaginary unit sphere. Since the
projected circle on the unit sphere is not distorted, if
ellipticity of the earth is ignored, it is easy to
determine the center 𝐶 of the circle that the direction
to the center 𝐶 from the origin 𝑂 is the nadir
direction as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8: Edge misdetection

earth surface identification is a breakthrough that
can be applied to various applications.

Figure 10: Image recognition sequence

Figure 9: Definition of 𝑑

4.2 3-axis attitude determination
Next to the 2-axis attitude determination, an attitude
angle around the nadir vector is determined using
surface patterns of the earth. The main idea is to
compare the surface patterns on the picture with map
data preloaded on DLAS. The simplest way is to
compare the picture with the whole maps directly
which is not computationally feasible. In addition,
the matching is also difficult because the pictures
would change based on sunlight condition, weather
condition and so on. For example, if a part of the
earth is covered with cloud, comparing with the map
may not work appropriately. Thus, as a
preprocessing, DLAS identify and categorize the
surface of the earth with image recognition algorism
utilizing neural network. This enables to match
without disturbance such as cloud. In the next step,
DLAS narrows down the candidate sites on the map
with GPS data parameters and the 2-axis attitude
determination result described in the previous subsection. Finally, matching the picture with the map
is processed which offers an attitude angle around
the nadir direction.

Matching the ECAM picture after image recognition
with the map data is not easy since the picture has
complicated distortion as shown in Figure 11.
Especially in this case, characteristic point matchingbased methods such as SIFT are not so effective
because of disturbances such as clouds. Therefore,
in DLAS a simple template matching is adopted, and
the third parameter of attitude is determined with the
following procedures as shown in Figure 12. 1)
Assume the third attitude argument that is still
unknown. Since the 2-axis attitude determination
was processed, only one parameter is remaining.
Then, since the position is known from GPS data,
DLAS has a relative position and attitude with
respect to the earth. 2) Calculate and generate an
imaginary picture derived with the condition
assumed in 1). We call this image as a “catalog
image”. 3) Calculate the degree of similarity for
template matching of the generated picture with the
ECAM picture processed in the image recognition.
In the process, a part of clouds is excluded. 4)
Repeat the 1) to 3) processes to update value of the
third attitude parameter. 5) The third attitude
parameter determination is ended to obtain the one
with the highest value of the degree of similarity in
the catalog image.

DLAS performs the earth surface categorization in
the following two procedures as shown in Figure 10.
1) Divide the picture to every 16 × 16pixels square
blocks named a “window”. Since the picture
ECAMs took is 3280 × 2464 pixels resolution, the
picture will be divided into 31570 windows. 2)
Categorize each of the windows into ten classes
using neural networks: thick cloud, thin cloud, foggy
cloud, sea, forest, yellow desert, red desert, space,
black land and city.
To meet the specifications in both speed and
accuracy, a neural network is designed simply to
preprocess the pictures such as stochastic processing
and color conversion. It is remarkable that the
categorizing process is done in only five seconds
although it has about 8M Pixels. This real-time

Figure 11: The distortion occurred through the
projections

temperature of devices to be in the range of absolute
maximum rating of each device. The tests are
conducted at Tokyo Institute of Technology (Tokyo
Tech) with a vacuum chamber of Matunaga
laboratory as shown in Figure 15 to measure the
temperature change of each of the devices for 5
hours in operation in the vacuum chamber. We
mainly measure the temperature at two points: the
CPU of the OBC and the CMOS image sensor of the
STT.
Figure 12: Matching sequence for
the third attitude parameter
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ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

In this section, the results of vibration test, thermal
vacuum test, and thermal cycle test are summarized.

5.1 Vibration test
Vibration tests (modal survey, sinusoidal vibration
and random vibration ones) are conducted at
ISAS/JAXA as shown in Figure 13. Through the
modal surveys, the natural frequency is measured
and confirmed that the rigidity of DLAS is sufficient.
Through the sinusoidal and random vibration tests,
we confirmed DLAS is rigid enough to meet the
specified launch requirement by JAXA.

Figure 15: Vacuum chamber
The results are shown in Table 4. It was confirmed
that the terminal temperature under the vacuum
condition is lower than required range.
Table4: The results of thermal vacuum tests
CPU of the
OBCs

CMOS
image
sensor of
the STT

The image
processor
of the STT

Equilibrium
Temperature

73.6°C

33.3°C

55.0°C

Permissible
maximum
temperature

80°C

40°C

60°C

Figure 13: Vibration test apparatus
Figure 14 shows the result of the modal survey in x
axis for the camera unit. The primary natural
frequency is about 500 Hz, which meets the
requirement: 250 Hz. As a result of the sinusoidal
and random vibration tests at AT level, DLAS had
no damage on both the electrical circuits and the
enclosure.

5.3 Thermal cycle tests
The purpose of the thermal cycle test is to confirm
DLAS operates normally while exposed to the
supposed thermal cycle on orbit, and the test is
conducted with a thermostat chamber of Matunaga
laboratory at Tokyo Tech as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 14: Modal Survey Result (Controller Unit)

5.2 Thermal vacuum test
Thermal vacuum test was conducted to confirm the

Figure 16: Thermostat chamber
The test condition is shown in Figure 17. The
temperature is set to the range from -20 degrees to 40

degrees for 1 hour, and it is repeated 8 cycles
according to the Spacecraft General Test Standard
Handbook published by JAXA. During the thermal
cycles, DLAS is turned on and the HK data are
continuously monitored. As a result, DLAS has no
electrical errors and mechanical failure during and
after thermal cycles.

Figure 18: Attitude determination test configuration

Figure 19: Attitude determination test image
Figure 17: Thermal cycles
As a result, DLAS has no electrical errors and
mechanical failure during and after thermal cycles.
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PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS

Some performance tests are conducted to confirm the
attitude determination algorithm can achieve the
success criteria. The performance tests of ECAM is
described below.

One of the attitude determination simulation result is
shown below. As the first step, the result of the earth
edge detection is shown in Figure 20. The red points
are the detected edge of the earth, and the yellow
curve line is estimated edge which is calculated on
the imaginary unit sphere.
Even though a
misdetection of the earth edge is on the center top,
the algorithm could successfully exclude it.

6.1 Performance Test of ECAM Attitude
Determination
In the performance test, simulation images are
provided to DLAS and the attitude determination
results are evaluated as shown in Figure 18. The test
procedure is described below. First of all, the
satellite’s position and attitude are assumed in the
simulation. As the second step, the simulation image
is created with a 3D rendering software “Maya” with
a high-resolution image of the earth “Blue Marble:
Next Generation” provided by NASA. Thirdly, the
simulation image is displayed on a monitor which
has enough size and number of pixels for the
ECAM’s spec such as FoV and resolution. Fourthly,
ECAM takes a picture. It is important to experiment
with ECAM to assure that the errors depend on
hardware characteristics, such as a lens distortion
and color balance of the image sensor. At this time,
since the relative attitude between the monitor and
DLAS must be set accurately, the positioning of the
DLAS is adjusted correctly using a fine movement
table as shown in Figure 19. Finally, the attitude
determination algorithm is processed and the result is
evaluated.

Figure 20: simulation picture and the result of the earth
edge detection
As the next step, the image recognition was
performed as shown in Figure 21. The picture taken
with ECAM was retouched a little, before the image
recognition, since the monitor used in the test could
not portray enough contrast.
Specifically, the
brightness of the entire image was offset downward.
Cloud and land detection have been successfully
done enough to determine the attitude although some
misdetections were on the following classes: forest,
yellow land, black land and city.

Figure 21: The image recognition result
Finally, the correct value and the estimated value of
the attitude are shown in Table 5. The norm of the
error vector is 0.4063°, which is smaller than the
value of success criteria of 5°. This result proves the
validity of the proposed algorithm.
Table5: The performance test result
The correct
value [°]

The estimated
value [°]

Error [°]

𝜃

-46.120

-46.208

0.088

𝜙

23.077

23.007

0.070

𝜓

22.810

23.2

-0.390
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CONCLUSION

This paper summed up the overview and the
progress of the DLAS project at Tokyo Tech.
DLAS is an innovative optical attitude sensor using
new algorithms including image recognition
technology. The flight model development has
finished and passed the environmental tests. The
results of the ground performance tests were
satisfactory enough to achieve the success criteria of
DLAS. The DLAS is now installed on the JAXA
1st Small Demonstration Satellite for Innovative
Space Technology which is planned to be launched
in 2018.
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